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Near-minimum time interplanetary trajectories between circular orbits with different orbital planes are
investigated. By assumption, the mission is carried out with a solar sail spacecraft, whose performance takes into
account the optical characteristics of the sail film and the maximum temperature constraint. In an effort to obtain a
general, albeit approximate, solution, the problem is tackled by dividing the mission in two or three phases,
depending on the value of the inclination change between the initial and target orbit. Each phase is analyzed by
solving aminimum time problemwith an indirect approach, and thewholemission time is estimated as the sumof the
contributions of the elementary phases. The obtained results are then collected through graphs and fitting functions
that can be used effectively to get a good and quick estimate of the main mission parameters, as well as to quantify
their effect on the mission flight time. A comparison of the proposed approach with the optimal results available for
the Solar Polar Imager mission confirms the effectiveness of the developed methodology.
Nomenclature
A = sail area
a = semimajor axis
ac = sail characteristic acceleration
an, ar, at = normal, radial, tangential propulsive accelerations
b1, b2, b3 = force coefficients
e = orbital eccentricity
f, g, h, k = modified equinoctial elements
H = Hamiltonian
i = orbital inclination
i^ = unit vector
J = functional
L = true longitude
m = sailcraft mass
n = number of revolutions
p = semilatus rectum
r = sun–spacecraft distance
T = orbital period
t = time
w = auxiliary variable, see Eq. (7)
 = sail cone angle
 = dimensionless sail loading
t = flight time
 = sail clock angle
 = equilibrium temperature
 = adjoint variable
 = gravitational parameter
 = true anomaly
~ = reference sail loading
 = right ascension of the ascending node
! = argument of pericenter
Subscripts
c = cranking
f = final
lim = limit value
max = maximum
min = minimum
0 = initial
 = Earth
 = sun
Superscripts
 = time derivative
? = critical value
Introduction
T HE great interest of the scientific community in solar sails isclosely related to their capability of generating thrust without
the need of any propellant, a fundamental feature which is especially
useful for long duration interplanetary missions [1,2]. In fact, the
capability of using the solar radiation pressure for creating propulsive
thrust allows solar sails to perform trajectories with large changes in
orbital energy without the need of resorting to intermediate flyby
maneuvers with celestial bodies.
A promising application of solar sails is connected to the
achievement of heliocentric circular orbitswith small radius and high
inclination. Many of those missions are of great scientific relevance,
such asmissions to near-Earth objects with highly inclined orbits [3].
Another interesting example is represented by the Solar Polar Imager
(SPI) mission, one of several sun–Earth connection solar sail
roadmap missions currently envisioned by NASA [4,5]. The SPI
mission schedules the insertion of a spacecraft into a heliocentric
circular orbit having radius 0.48 AU (astronomical unit) and
inclination 75 deg. This mission is intended to obtain measurements
of the solar magnetic field, the coronal mass ejections, and the solar
irradiance in the sun’s polar regions. Such information represents a
crucial step to understanding the solar magnetic dynamo.
Technological constraints, essentially due to both the weight and
the characteristic dimensions of a solar sail, limit the producible
thrust to rather small values. Currently, the characteristic
acceleration (that is, the maximum propelling acceleration at 1 AU
from the sun) does not exceed some fraction of a millimeter per
second squared. These values entail long transfer times. For example,
in a recent study Dachwald et al. [6] have shown that a square solar
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sail with a side length of 160 m and a characteristic acceleration of
0:35 mm=s2 requires a flight time of 4.7 years to transfer the sailcraft
on the SPI working orbit.
The study and the optimization phase of a solar sail trajectory are
usually a rather complex procedure. The classical approach consists
of using either a direct optimization method [7–9] or an indirect
method [10–12], to look for optimal (minimum time) trajectories.
However, apart from the particular technique used in the solution
process, the calculation volume necessary to find an optimal
trajectory is usually considerable, due to the great number of
revolutions around the sun required by the sail to reach the final
orbit. This problem is further worsened when a high variation of
orbital inclination is sought [13] or when the sail characteristic
acceleration is very small [14]. In fact, when an indirect method is
employed in the optimization process, the long simulation time
makes the solution a difficult task especially because the boundary
values are extremely sensitive to the initial guess value of the
adjoint variables. On the other hand, a direct method has other
disadvantages, as the whole trajectory requires a high number of
parameters for the discretization process. From this point of view
the SPI mission offers a particularly representative example of these
difficulties, due to the high inclination of the final orbit. Note that a
reasonable estimate of the main mission parameters as, for example,
the total flight time or the minimum distance from the sun during the
transfer, is of primary importance for initializing the optimization
process based on a direct approach [1,15]. Usually, a preliminary
estimate of these parameters is obtained by dividing the mission in a
certain number of phases and by using, in each phase, a locally
optimal control law [6,13]. The aim is to maximize, at any time, one
of the classical orbital parameters, or their combination, depending
on the mission requirements. The strength of such control laws lies
in their capability of approximating the optimal trajectory through
simple numerical simulations. Moreover, these control laws are
particularly useful for an analysis of planetocentric orbits [16],
especially as long as escape missions are concerned [17,18], due to
their capability of including the main perturbation sources in the
simulation process. However, an approach based on locally optimal
control laws is not well suited for the particular problem we are
interested in. A first intrinsic limit is related to the difficulty of
satisfying the problem boundary conditions within reasonable
tolerances. In our mission scenario these conditions are constituted
by the final radius and the orbital inclination. A possible solution
would be that of using the so-called blended, locally optimal control
laws [16,19]. However, with such an approach, other parameters
(the control weights) must be introduced to properly combine
different locally optimal control laws. In principle, a suitable choice
of these parameters allows the boundary conditions to be met.
Nevertheless, this result is obtained at the expense of a further
complication of the whole approach, as the choice of the weights
requires some trial and error procedure. Moreover, the use of
blended, locally optimal control laws hardly enables a general-
ization of the numerical results in terms of simple formulas relating
mission performance (that is, flight time and minimum sun dis-
tance) with problem geometry (initial and final orbital radii and
inclinations).
The aim of this paper is to provide a flexible tool, useful for a
preliminary mission analysis, capable of providing a reasonable
estimate of the main mission parameters with minor computational
effort. The obtained results may then be used effectively as a first
guess for more refined methods and as a guide for finding true
globally optimal trajectories. The proposed approach seeks to
combine the strength of a locally optimal method (in terms of
simplicity and effectiveness) with that of a globally optimal approach
(fulfilment of boundary constraints and solution reliability) to
produce an approximate solution in the form of graphs and
interpolating functions. To this end, thewholemission isfirst divided
into two or three phases depending on the target orbit characteristics.
Each phase is then studied in a global optimal framework using an
indirect approach, and the final trajectory is simply obtained as an
orderly sequence of the different phases. The rationale is that each
phase is, by choice, univocally identified through a small number of
parameters and, therefore, a parametric characterization of the results
is possible.
Problem Statement
Consider the problem of aminimum time heliocentric transfer of a
sailcraft from an initial circular orbit of radius r0 and inclination i0 to
a second circular orbit with radius rf and inclination if (without loss
of generality assume that rf < r0). This problem is now
approximated through a simplified model, with the aim of obtaining
a compact and near-optimal solution. The main idea consists of
taking advantage from the solar radiation pressure increase by
performing the cranking maneuver as close as possible to the sun,
depending on the maximum allowable temperature of the sail film.
This strategy is met by dividing the mission into three phases:
approach, cranking, and raising phases. In the first one (approach
phase), the sailcraft is transferred, in a time interval t1, from the
starting heliocentric orbit to a circular intermediate orbit (referred to
as the cranking orbit) with radius rc  rf and inclination ic  i0.
Without loss of generality, due to the problem spherical symmetry,
an initial inclination i0  0 is assumed. In this phase the sailcraft
follows a trajectory coplanar to the starting orbit whose complexity
(in terms of number of revolutions around the sun and flight time)
depends on the sail characteristic acceleration and on the ratio rc=r0.
The second phase (cranking phase) is used to vary the orbital plane
position only, bymaintaining a nearly constant distance from the sun
(r  rc) while driving the orbital inclination to the desiredfinal value
if . The time length of the cranking phase, t2, is rather long (often
comparable to that of phase 1) because the sail propelling
acceleration is effective in a restricted orbital region, that is, near the
orbital nodes [16]. The value of t2 depends on the sailcraft
characteristic acceleration, the required orbital inclination if, and the
local solar radiation pressure (i.e., on rc).
In the third and final phase (raising phase) the orbital radius is
increased, while maintaining the orbital inclination unchanged, up to
the achievement of the desired value rf, in a time interval t3. The
value of t3 is a function of ac and rc=rf. Because the conceptual
scheme of the third phase is identical to that of phase 1, the solar sail
performance of both phases 1 and 3 will be analyzed together. The
total mission time is simply the sumof the times corresponding to the
three single phases, that is, tt1 t2 t3.
The minimum admissible value for the cranking radius rc is
typically constrained by structural requirements and, in particular, by
the temperature limit of the sail film. Note that the cranking phase is
onerous in terms offlight time, especiallywhen inclination variations
of some tens of degrees are required. Therefore, it is convenient to
perform the crankingmaneuver when the solar distance is as small as
possible, in order tomaximize the sail thrust that varies as the inverse
square solar distance. On the other hand, as rc is reduced, the sail film
equilibrium temperature tends to increase, and it may eventually
exceed the maximum allowable value of either the payload or
the solar sail bearing structure [20,21]. However, the solar sail
equilibrium temperature depends not only on the optical
characteristics of the reflective film (that are a function of the solar
distance), but also on the sail pitch angle [1,22]. Therefore, once the
maximum admissible temperature is fixed, there exists a maximum
allowable pitch angle for a given distance from the sun. The existence
of such an upper value provides an additional constraint that must be
properly taken into account during the performance evaluation
process.
The above problem of heliocentric transfer is now discussed
assuming a flat solar sail whose performance takes into account the
optical characteristics of the reflecting sail film through the so-called
optical force model [1].
Mathematical Model
The equations of motion for a flat solar sail, of massm and area A,
in a Cartesian heliocentric inertial frame can be written in terms of
modified equinoctial elements [23–26] as
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where
w≜ 1 f cosL g sinL (7)
while ar, at, and an are the components of the solar sail propelling
acceleration in a rotating radial–tangential–normal T RTN	i^R; i^T; i^N

coordinate frame [25], given by
ar  
2	p=w
2 cosb1  	b2 cos b3
 cos (8)
at  
4	p=w
2 sin	2
 cos 	b2 cos b3
 (9)
an  
4	p=w
2 sin	2
 sin 	b2 cos b3
 (10)
In the preceding equations the dimensionless sail loading [27] is
defined as  ≜ ~=	m=A
, with ~ ≜ 1:539 g=m2. The cone angle
 2 0; =2 is the angle between the sun line vector and the sail
normal vector (the latter being directed away from the sun). The sail
clock angle  2 0; 2, which describes the sail rotational orientation
about the sun line vector, is defined as the angle between the sail
normal vector projection onto the 	i^T; i^N
 plane and the i^T axis.
Because and  unambiguously characterize the sail orientationwith
respect to the incoming solar radiation, they constitute the two
sailcraft control variables. Assuming a solar sail with a highly
reflective aluminum-coated front side and a highly emissive
chromium-coated backside, the force coefficients [12] are
b1  0:1728, b2  1:6544, and b3 0:0109. The employment
of modified equinoctial elements in the equations of motion is useful
for obtaining a significant reduction in the computational time
necessary to find the solar sail trajectory [25].
A relationship exists between the dimensionless sail loading 
and the characteristic acceleration ac, the latter being the parameter
commonly used to quantify the performance of a solar sail. If one
thinks of ac as the maximum sail propulsive acceleration
(corresponding to  0) when the sun–sailcraft distance is
r r ≜ 1 AU, then, recalling thatp=w r [23], fromEqs. (8–10)
one obtains
ac   r2
	b1  b2  b3

2
(11)
where =r2  5:930 mm=s2 is the sun’s gravitational accel-
eration at 1 AU distance.
The transformations from modified equinoctial elements to
classical orbital elements are obtained from the following
relationships:
a p
1  f2  g2 (12)
e

f2  g2
p
(13)
i 2 arctan

h2  k2
p
(14)
sin! gh  fk; cos! fh gk (15)
sin k; cos h (16)
 L   ! (17)
The minimum time necessary to complete the transfer between
circular orbits with different orbital planes can be approximated by
solving the near-optimal transfer problem described in the previous
section, that is, by calculating theminimum timest1,t2, andt3.
The latter problem, in its turn, can be solved using an indirect
approach [28]. To this end consider the HamiltonianH of the system,
given by [see Eqs. (1–6)]
H ≜ p _p f _f g _g h _h k _k L _L (18)
wherep,f,g,h,k, andL are the adjoint variables. The optimal
value of the control angles  and  is obtained by invoking
Pontryagin’s maximum principle, that is, by maximizing H at any
time. As long as the clock angle  is concerned, by imposing the
necessary condition @H=@ 0 one has
sin  k	1 h2  k2
  2h	L  gf  fg
 sinL
 h	1 h2  k2
  2k	L  gf  fg
 cosL (19)
cos  4pp 3ff 3gg 	ff  gg
 cos 2L
 	gf fg
 sin 2L 4g sinL 4f cosL (20)
On the other hand, the other necessary condition @H=@ 0 does
not provide a closed-form solution for the cone angle . Therefore,
the maximization ofH with respect to  is performed by means of a
numerical algorithm based on a golden section search and parabolic
interpolation [29].
The time derivative of the jth adjoint variable is obtained from the
Euler–Lagrange equations:
_ j  @H@j with j≜ 	p; f; g; h; k; L
 (21)
The explicit expression of the Euler–Lagrange equations is rather
involved and is not reported here for the sake of conciseness. The
boundary-value problem associated with the variational problem is
constituted by the six equations of motion (1–6) and the six Euler–
Lagrange equations (21). The corresponding 12 boundary conditions
vary according to the phase number, as discussed in the next section.
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Near-Optimal Circular Transfers
Having outlined the approach used in the mission analysis, we are
now in a position to analyze the single phases and to collect the
corresponding results.
Phase 1
Let t0  0 be the initial mission time. To minimize the time
interval t1 necessary to complete this first phase, the functional
J1 ≜ t1  t0  t1  t1 (22)
must be maximized. A suitable system of canonical units is now
introduced for convenience. The distance unit DU1 coincides with
the initial orbital radius r0, while the time unitTU1 is chosen such that
the solar gravitational parameter  is unitary. With such a choice,
recalling that the transfer orbit in this phase is coplanar to the initial
orbit (whose inclination is, by assumption, i0  0), the
corresponding boundary conditions are [see Eqs. (12–17)]
p	t0
 1 DU1; f	t0
g	t0
h	t0
 k	t0
L	t0
 0
p	t1
 	rc=r0
 DU1
f	t1
g	t1
h	t1
 k	t1
L	t1
 0 (23)
In Eq. (23) the condition L	t0
  0 is chosen in view of problem
symmetry, whereas the conditionL	t1
  0 comes from the fact that
the sailcraft position on the circular final orbit is left free. The optimal
flight time is obtained by enforcing the transversality condition
H	t1
  1.
The optimal control problem has been solved for different values
of the pair 	ac; rc=r0
 and the results are summarized in Fig. 1. The
transfer timet1 is made dimensionless by dividing it by the initial
orbital period T0  2 TU1. To quantify the sensitivity of the
mission time on the characteristic acceleration, assume a baseline
value ac ≜ 0:35 mm=s
2, corresponding to the value selected for the
SPI mission [6]. From Fig. 1 one obtains that, as long as rc=r0 < 0:7,
the flight time doubles as ac is halved and, vice versa,t1 halves as
ac is doubled. This result implies a great sensitivity of t1 with
respect to both ac and rc=r0.
The presence of ripples in the curves of flight time in Fig. 1 is
associated with a condition where the sailcraft attains an integer
number of revolutions around the sun before reaching the target
circular orbit (this is confirmed by the dashed curves in Fig. 1). This
behavior is similar to that found by Alfano and Thorne in [30] for the
propellant consumption in a low-thrust circle-to-circle rendezvous.
Phase 2
Recall that the aim of this cranking phase is to rotate the orbital
plane as quickly as possible, by maintaining a nearly fixed distance
from the sun. For a given orbital radius rc, the minimum time
t2 ≜ t2  t1 necessary for this phase is a function of the desired
orbital inclination if . A set of canonical units is introduced,
characterized byDU2 ≜ rc and TU2 ≜

r3c=
p
. This allows one to
make the simulation results of this phase independent of the cranking
radius. To simplify the computation of t2, the original minimum
time problem is slightly modified and the maximum orbital
inclinationimax (in a given reference time) is sought first. Because
of the high number of revolutions necessary for the phase
completion, the reference time is set equal to the period of the
cranking orbitTc  2 TU2, and the corresponding value ofimax is
found as a function of the characteristic acceleration only. The
calculation proceeds as follows. Let n be the complete integer
number of revolutions during phase 2, then the near-minimum
cranking time is
t2  nTc ft with n≜ bif=imaxc (24)
where bc is the floor function and ft < Tc is the remainder of the
division t2=	nTc
. This approach allows one to substantially
simplify the numerical calculations, because the propagation of the
optimal solution is confined to a small time interval (equal to Tc).
Moreover, this strategy has an interesting practical implication. In
fact, once the optimal steering law for a complete orbital period is
found, this control law can be repeated exactly alike n times. The
corresponding final inclination will be close to the desired value, and
the remaining difference can be eliminated through the additional
subphase whose length isft, as indicated by Eq. (24).
The value of imax can be found by solving an optimal control
problem, aimed at maximizing the orbital inclination in the time
interval t1; t1  Tc. Recalling the relationship (14) between the
orbital inclination i and the modified equinoctial elements h and k,
the 12 boundary conditions for the differential problem become
p	t1
 1 DU2; f	t1
g	t1
h	t1
 k	t1
L	t1
 0
p	t1Tc
 1 DU2
f	t1Tc
g	t1 Tc
L	t1Tc
 0
h	t1Tc
 2h	t1Tc
; k	t1Tc
 2k	t1Tc
 (25)
The optimal problem has been solved for different values of the
characteristic acceleration and the corresponding results are
illustrated in Fig. 2. The curve shown in Fig. 2 can be approximated,
with errors less than 3  102 deg, through a second-order
polynomial function in the form:
imax  13:73ac  0:07418a2c (26)
where imax is expressed in degrees and ac in mm=s
2. This result
allows one to quickly and accurately obtain an estimate of the
number of revolutions necessary for the cranking maneuver. For
example, using the SPI mission as a reference case
(ac  0:35 mm=s2), Eq. (26) implies that imax  4:82 deg.
Recalling that if  75 deg, the complete number of revolutions is
n b75=4:82c  15. This result coincides with the solution found
in [6] using a locally optimal steering law.
With the exception of the negligible termft, Eq. (24) states that
the total cranking time can be reduced by shortening either n orTc (or
both). The value of n is proportional to the reciprocal of imax, the
latter being independent of rc as a consequence of the boundary
conditions (25). The other contribution affecting the cranking time is
Tc which, instead, depends on rc through the time unit TU2.
Although small values of rc tend to reduce the value of Tc, however
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Fig. 1 Minimum flight time for phase 1 as a function of ac and (rc=r0).
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rc cannot be decreased under a minimum value, to avoid the fact that
the system temperature may exceed the maximum tolerable limit. In
fact, the sail equilibrium temperature is a function of both the sun
distance and the sail cone angle as [6]
 e cos4p r
r
r
(27)
where ~ is a reference temperature depending on the optical
properties of the reflecting material ( ~ 263:56 K for the model
used in this paper) and r is the local sun–sailcraft distance, see Fig. 3.
Assuming that the sail plane is orthogonal to the sun’s rays ( 0),
for a given sailfilmmaximum tolerable limitlim Eq. (27) allows one
to calculate the minimum allowable value of r. For example, if
lim  513:15 K (240C), see [6], the minimum solar distance
corresponding to  0 is 0.264 AU. Actually, the sail film may
tolerate lower distances than the above value, provided the sail cone
angle is greater than  0. Therefore, in the mission analysis it is
preferable to directly take into account the maximum achieved
temperature max rather than lim, where max ≜	 min
 
lim and min is the minimum cone angle achieved during the
cranking maneuver. The latter can be calculated numerically as a
function of ac, and the corresponding simulation results are
summarized in Fig. 4. For characteristic accelerations
ac 2 0:01; 1 mm=s2, the minimum cone angle ranges in the
interval 31; 36 deg, in accordance with the values extrapolated
from [6]. Therefore, min is nearly independent of the characteristic
acceleration, especially as long as values compatible with the current
technology are examined (ac < 0:5 mm=s
2). When the data taken
from Fig. 4 are inserted into Eq. (27), a relationship between max
and the distance rc is obtained. This relationship is drawn in Fig. 5
for two very different values of characteristic acceleration,
that is,max max	ac  0:01 mm=s2; rc
 andmax max	ac
1 mm=s2; rc
. As expected from the previous analysis (min is nearly
independent of ac), the two curves are very close. Recalling Eq. (27),
the curve of Fig. 5 can be approximated, with an error less than 1.2%,
through the following relationship:
rc  0:9113r
 ~
max

2
(28)
With reference, again, to the SPI mission (max  513:15 K), from
Eq. (28) the minimum cranking orbit distance is rc  0:24 AU. This
result differs from the global optimal value of 0.22 AU, found by
Dachwald et al. [6], of less than 10%.
According to Eq. (24) the total cranking time t2 needs the
calculation of ft 2 	0; Tc
, that is, the time for completing the
fraction of revolution required to obtain the desired inclination. For a
solar distance rc and a given value of ac, the maximum achievable
variation of orbital inclination in the time interval ft is
Fig. 2 Optimal cranking performanceimax as a function of ac.
Fig. 3 Sailcraft equilibrium temperature as a function of r and .
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Fig. 4 Minimum cone angle min during the cranking phase.
Fig. 5 Maximum sail temperature as a function of rc.
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fi <imax	ac
. The relationshipfifi	ac;ft
 can be obtained
numerically by solving an optimal problem formally identical to that
previously analyzed in this section, the only difference being that the
required flight time is now less than the orbital period Tc.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6, where the time intervalft and the variation of orbital inclination fi are normalized by Tc
and imax	ac
, respectively. From Fig. 6 one concludes that,
irrespective of the value of ac,imax is very small as long as theflight
time is less than about 15% of the orbital period Tc. Moreover, all of
the curves drawn for a given value ofac 2 0:1; 1 mm=s2 are close to
each other, with differences less than 10%. Assuming ac 
0:35 mm=s2 as a reference value, the different curves shown in Fig. 6
can be reasonably approximated through a single function
independent of ac as
ft
Tc
 1
2
	fi=imax
2:152  	fi=imax
0:219 (29)
In summary, once themission parameters 	ac;max; if
 are given,
the flight time t2 can be calculated as follows. From Fig. 5
[equivalently from Eq. (28)] one calculates the cranking radius rc
(that is, the time unit TU2) that meets the constraint on the maximum
admissible temperaturemax. From Fig. 2, or from the approximate
relationship (26), one obtains the maximum variation of orbital
inclination imax in an orbital period Tc corresponding to the given
ac. The complete number of revolutions is then obtained as
n bif=imaxc, while fi if  nimax. The time interval ft is
given by Eq. (29) or by Fig. 6. Finally, Eq. (24) provides the value of
t2.
Phase 3
In this phase the sailcraft performs a two-dimensional transfer
between a circular orbit with radius rc and the final circular orbit with
radius rf > rc. The evaluation of the minimum time interval t3
necessary to complete this phase follows the same approach as that
described for phase 1. Because of symmetry considerations and in
accordance with the results found in the literature [31,32] it can be
verified that, ac being the same,t3 t1 when 	rc=r0
  	rc=rf
.
This result is confirmed also by all of our numerical simulations.
Therefore, the minimum time t3 can be obtained with the aid of
Fig. 1 by simply substituting the axis labelst1 witht3, r0 with rf,
and T0 with Tf, where Tf is the period of the circular final orbit.
To summarize, the outlined methodology, although not optimal in
a global sense, is capable of estimating the main mission parameters
(minimum flight time, number of revolutions around the sun, and the
minimum sun’s distance) without the need of resorting to long
numerical simulations. Its effectiveness is discussed in the next
section.
Case Study
The previous approximate method is now applied to the analysis
of the SPI mission and the results are compared to the optimal
solution found byDachwald et al. in [6] (note, however, that [6] takes
into account the actual eccentricity of the terrestrial heliocentric
orbit).
The main mission parameters have been calculated for different
values of the maximum admissible temperature in the range
max 2 460; 580 K. The corresponding results are summarized in
Fig. 7 alongwith the data taken from [6]. Figure 7 shows an excellent
agreement between the results obtained with the approximate
method and those of [6] as long as the trends of both t and rc are
concerned. In particular, the percentage difference int is less than
4%, while in rc it is about 10%.
Note that the time lengths of phases 1 and 2 are comparable for
small values ofmax. On the other hand, asmax increases, the length
of the cranking phase tends to reduce remarkably with respect to
phase 1. In fact, an increase in the admissible value of max
guarantees the possibility of reducing the cranking radius. This
implies, on one side, that the sailcraft can rotate the orbital planemore
quickly (because the solar radiation pressure is greater) but, on the
other side, that the transfer time necessary to reach a closer approach
to the sun increases. Accordingly, the timet3 required to reach the
final orbit tends to increase as well. The latter remark has important
consequences on the choice of dividing the whole transfer into three
distinct phases. This matter is discussed in the next section.
How Many Phases?
So far the sailcraft trajectory has been studied under the
assumption of three distinct phases. Although in a globally optimal
solution the inclination change would happen with continuity along
the whole mission [6,11], the proposed simplified strategy of phase
division has been adopted here for the sake of reducing the number
of parameters necessary to identify each phase and, therefore, to
obtain a fully (albeit approximate) characterization of the mission
performance. Having clarified that this approach is functional to
obtain a suboptimal solution with a minimum computational effort,
and that the phase division has a certain degree of arbitrariness, the
question arises of whether other strategies may provide better
solutions. We confine our study to the analysis of another strategy.
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Fig. 6 Value of fi as a function of ac and ft. Fig. 7 Performance of SPI mission (■ data taken from [6]).
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The most simple alternative consists of achieving the transfer by
rotating the orbital plane when the sun–sailcraft distance is exactly
equal to rf. In this case the trajectory would be constituted by two
phases only, the first one being a two-dimensional, circle-to-circle
transfer between r0 and rf. The performance corresponding to this
strategy that, for the sake of clarity, will be referred to as a double-
phase transfer (in contrast to the previous triple-phase transfer), can
be easily calculatedwith the aid of the preceding results discussed for
phases 1 and 2. Clearly, the use of a triple-phase transfer with a
cranking orbit rc < rf implies, when compared to the double-phase
strategy, a decrease in the cranking time and, at the same time, both
an increase in the length of phase 1 and the appearance of an
additional third phase. Therefore, it is reasonable to investigate
which strategy is better (that is, closer to an optimal result) as a
function of the desired value of if.
It can be shown that there exists a critical value of the plane
change, referred to as i?, such that if if  i0 >i?, a triple-phase
mission is advisable as it requires a total mission time shorter than
that for a double-phase strategy. This critical value, that can be
calculated by simulation, is a function ofmax, rf=r0, and ac. As an
example, consider the main SPI mission parameters, that is,
ac  0:35 mm=s2, r0  1 AU, rf  0:48 AU, and max
513:15 K. Figure 8 compares the two strategies for different values
of final inclination in the range if 2 	0; 90 deg. The ripples in the
figure, in accordancewith the same behavior shown in [6,11], are due
to the fact that the inclination rate of change is variable during the
cranking trajectory, because the propelling acceleration is more
effective near the orbital nodes.
Figure 8 confirms the existence of a critical value of inclination
if  24:5 deg beyond which a triple-phase strategy has better
performance. In particular, assuming an inclination of if  75 deg
(equal to that of the SPI mission), there is a remarkable difference in
flight time (794 days) between the values estimated with a triple-
phase and a double-phase strategy. This difference reduces with the
decrease of the maximum admissible temperature. For example,
assuming a value max  373:15 K (corresponding to the “cold
mission scenario” of [6]), the critical value of inclination is i? ’
43 deg (see Fig. 8), while the flight times for the two mission
strategies are very close, equal to 2564 days and 2511 days. The
physical interpretation for this behavior is that the cranking distance
rc is connected to the maximum admissible sail temperature through
Eq. (28). In fact, when max  373:15 K, Eq. (28) gives
rc ’ 0:455 AU, a value corresponding to about 95% of the final
orbit radius (rf  0:48 AU). A high value of rc=rf implies that the
sail is not able to exploit the solar pressure radiation increase (when
compared to that measured at a distance rf from the sun) to speed up
the cranking maneuver. This, in turn, implies a substantial
coincidence between the two mission strategies as long as the
mission time is concerned.
Another possible application of the proposed methodology
involves the estimate of the transfer times to highly inclined near-
Earth asteroids. In particular, Fig. 9 shows the performance of a solar
sail (with ac  0:35 mm=s2) whose aim is to rotate the parking orbit
plane of a given angle if. In this special case, because
rf  r0  1 AU, the double-phase strategy coincides with a pure
cranking maneuver.
Figure 9 shows that a pure cranking maneuver is better than a
triple-phase strategy for small values of the inclination angle
(if < 15 deg), while the reverse holds for high orbit inclinations
(if > 30 deg). In this latter case i
?  25 deg, a value nearly
independent of max.
Conclusions
The problem of solar sail orbital transfer with plane change has
been analyzed with a systematic approach. Assuming that the
starting and arrival orbits are both circular, the minimum time
transfer can be approximated with a near-optimal solution capable of
estimating the globally optimal results with small percentage errors.
To this end, the whole trajectory is first divided into two or three
phases, depending on the value of the inclination change between the
initial and final orbit. Each phase can be fully characterized by
solving a minimum time problem with an indirect approach and the
results have been collected in graphs and fitting functions. The final
trajectory is then approximated by simply joining the different
phases. As a result, the whole calculation is immediate and requires
no simulation effort. The solutions found are useful for a preliminary
mission analysis as well as to conduct trade-off studies. The obtained
results can also been used as a guide for finding true globally optimal
trajectories and as a first guess for more refined optimization
algorithms. Important applications of this method are related to the
performance analysis of missions to and between near-Earth objects
with highly inclined orbits, or for the observation of sun’s polar
regions. A comparison with globally optimal results found in the
literature for the Solar Polar Imager mission confirms the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
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